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America in declino
da Redazione
5 commenti
Gli americani si aspettano instabilità legata alle elezioni in paesi lontani.
Ecco come il caos potrebbe accadere questa volta a casa loro.

         
            

            
  

I giornalisti che si occupano di violenza elettorale sono in genere più interessati a quello
che accade Kenya, a Hong Kong al Venezuela o all’Ucraina.
Adesso succede che un’ondata di violenza è pronta a colpire gli stessi Stati Uniti al loro
interno.
Come notato dalla rivista “Foreign Policy”, la crisi politica associata alle elezioni
presidenziali ha colto di sorpresa gli americani.
Gli americani credevano ingenuamente che il destino degli stati instabili, soggetti a colpi
di stato e guerre civili avrebbe aggirato gli Stati Uniti, la “grande democrazia”,
pensavano.

Gli estremisti che rovesciano i governi ostili agli USA, come in Siria o in
Venezuela, sono sempre stati visti dagli esperti americani come
“combattenti per la democrazia”. Ora questi stessi esperti stanno guardando con
orrore il fiorire dei gruppi radicali estremisti negli Stati Uniti, sia di destra che di
sinistra.

“La responsabilità si è ora spostata su una situazione interna in cui gli Stati Uniti non
sono attrezzati per gestire la mancanza di etichettatura di terrorismo interno e le
complessità politiche che la violenza politica spesso comporta”, – scrive FP.
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Radicali USA pronti all’azione

Oggi, i radicali di destra rappresentano un pericolo particolare per gli americani, anche
se c’è una minaccia da sinistra, vista la prospettiva di scontri su vasta scala tra i
sostenitori di Donald Trump ei suoi oppositori.
C’è il rischio, tuttavia, di attacchi più sanguinosi, soprattutto da parte di estremisti
bianchi e antigovernativi, contro comunità minoritarie e politici del Partito
Democratico.

Avviene però le forze di sicurezza statunitensi sono impreparate e non possono far
fronte a questo problema, perché la rete estremista americana è troppo
decentralizzata. I radicali e gli estremisti comunicano liberamente sui social network,
fanno campagne e sviluppano piani, ma tutto questo è solo una parte visibile
dell’ecosistema estremista. A questo proposito, nota il giornale, non si sa nemmeno chi
diventerà il bersaglio dei radicali: neri, ebrei, musulmani, LGBT o liberali.

“Questo intervallo rende difficile prevedere quali obiettivi sono più a rischio e come
proteggerli. I motivi individuali sono spesso mescolati con la propaganda più ampia e i
luoghi comuni che dominano il movimento “, – dice l’articolo.
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Radicali statunitensi pro Trump

“Per le stesse ragioni, è più probabile che gli attacchi siano localizzati, come contro una
moschea o una sinagoga vicino a dove vive il potenziale tiratore, piuttosto che bersagli
scelti dalla leadership del gruppo per il massimo effetto psicologico”.
Questo apporta molta frustrazione ai responsabili dei servizi di intelligence statunitensi
che non sono abituati a fronteggiare queste situazioni e hanno molta più
dimestichezza a realizzare agitazioni e disordini in stati periferici.
In questi paesi, in sud America come in Est Europa, per loro è normale orientare i
gruppi estremisti ad attaccare edifici governativi e creare disordini di piazza, come i
servizi di intelligence USA hanno saputo fare in Venezuela, in Bolivia e nei paesi dell’est
Europa. In America tutto risulta più difficile e si teme che potenze straniere
come la Russia , la Cina o l’Iran possano “rendere la pariglia”, ovvero
svolgere esattamente quel ruolo che gli USA hanno svolto nei loro paesi e
nei paesi a loro alleati. Questo spiega il clima di sospetto e di caccia alle
streghe che serpeggia all’interno degli Stati Uniti.

Fonte: Foreign Policy

Traduzione e sintesi: Luciano Lago
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Argument

Election Violence in the United States Is a Clear and Present
Danger

Americans expect election-related instability in faraway
countries. Here’s how it could happen at home.

By Daniel Byman, Colin P. Clarke

| October 29, 2020, 5:11 AM
Protesters try to enter the Michigan House of Representatives chamber and are kept out
by State Police at the Michigan State Capitol in Lansing, Michigan on April 30. JEFF
KOWALSKY/AFP via Getty Images

Journalists covering election violence are typically more concerned with Kenya than
Kenosha. Widespread domestic unrest, political violence that accompanies elections,
and calls for civil war are common in fragile states or countries with authoritarian
leaders willing to unleash their pet security services on dissidents and the civilian
population in general. U.S. government agencies, foundations, and international
organizations try to help by monitoring polls, helping peaceful groups to organize, and
pressing regimes to ensure a peaceful transition of power.

But this November, things are different. Experts and government agencies are warning
about the dangers of violence as Americans vote for their next president. We agree that
violence is likely, but violence might be limited to voter intimidation at a few polling
places. There is a risk, however, of bloodier attacks, especially by white supremacist and
anti-government extremists, against minority communities and Democratic Party
politicians. The risk of violence may grow should President Donald Trump be defeated
at the polls and try to delegitimize the election results.

Part of the complexity that counterterrorism agencies must contend with is the diverse
nature of potential threats on the horizon. For the past two decades, the United States
has conceived of counterterrorism as something that happens overseas against Salafi-
jihadi groups like al Qaeda and the Islamic State. There have been a number of high-
profile incidents on U.S. soil perpetrated by homegrown violent extremists motivated
by jihadi ideology—the Boston Marathon bombings, the San Bernardino attacks, the
Pulse nightclub massacre in Orlando.
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But now the onus has shifted to domestic considerations, which the United States is ill-
equipped to handle given the lack of a domestic terrorism designation and the political
complexities that domestic political violence often entails.

The risk of violence may grow should President Donald Trump be defeated at the polls
and try to delegitimize the election results.

Extremists exist on both ends of the spectrum, with the threat from the far-right widely
assessed to be far more dangerous than that on the far-left. Violent white supremacists
and neo-Nazis are the most pernicious manifestation of this threat, but there are also
groups like the Oath Keepers, Boogaloo Bois, and a range of lesser known but still
serious groups like the anti-government militias that have representation in all 50
states. Most of these militias are fierce proponents of the Second Amendment, are well-
armed, train regularly, and seek to actively recruit members with law enforcement and
military experience.

Based on the recent plot to kidnap Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, they are also
ambitious in their objectives and willing to take serious risks like kidnapping and
harming a major U.S. political figure. That same cell of militia members also apparently
plotted to kidnap Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam.

In this ecosystem, the range of enemies is vast: immigrants, Jews, Muslims, Black
people, the LGBTQ community, and liberals in general.

There are also threats on the left, with the possibility of clashes between Trump
supporters and Antifa adherents, many of whom consider the president a fascist and
who could be motivated to resort to more extreme measures, including violence, in the
wake of a Trump election victory. Trump has repeatedly railed against Antifa,
portraying the movement as far larger and more dangerous than it is in reality.
Nevertheless, by threatening to designate Antifa as a terrorist organization, Trump has
put the movement’s members squarely in the crosshairs of the far-right, which could
lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy of direct clashes on Election Day and in its immediate
aftermath.

Making any threat assessment more complex is the nature of the groups and networks
themselves. The white supremacist and anti-government extremist threat is marked by
a high level of decentralization. There is a constant dialogue on social media that has
created a broader extremist ecosystem, but members of organized groups represent
only a small part of this community. In this ecosystem, the range of enemies is vast:
immigrants, Jews, Muslims, Black people, the LGBTQ community, and liberals in
general.

This range makes it hard to predict which targets are most at risk and how to defend
them appropriately. Individual motives often mix with broader propaganda and memes
dominating the movement. For similar reasons, attacks are more likely to be local—say,
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a mosque or a synagogue near where a potential shooter lives—rather than targets
chosen by a group’s leadership for maximum psychological effect.

Read More

QAnon’s Creator Made the Ultimate Conspiracy Theory

There’s no fact the sprawling movement can’t dismiss—and no madness it can’t
imagine.

Report |
Justin Ling
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How White Supremacy Weakens the United States

The Trump administration’s agenda on race undermines the country’s military,
alliances, and security.

Argument |
Ronald J. Granieri, Mitchell A. Orenstein
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Jihadis Go to Jail, White Supremacists Go Free

Western governments are guilty of a double standard when it comes to policing digital
hate culture. If they want to prevent the next attack, they need to recognize the threat of
online white supremacists and act to stop them.

Argument |
Bharath Ganesh

Because Trump himself may try to incite violence, or at least indirectly signal that he
sympathizes with it, much will depend on his particular actions. To say the president’s
rhetoric is erratic would be an understatement. He has regularly indicated that he
sympathizes with QAnon, the Proud Boys, and other potential sources of violence and
that he will bolster, rather than stop, Russian attempts to undermine the elections.
Trump, however, is not consistent, and it is quite possible he will tweet about other
grievances and otherwise avoid making things worse (though it would be too much to
expect him to make things better).

To their credit, social media companies have become far more aggressive in trying to
prevent election-related violence and misinformation, no longer tolerating QAnon or
other groups that spew dangerous and false ideas. Although they have ramped up
efforts as the election approaches, it is difficult for them to stop all dangerous
discussion, particularly if it is embraced by senior political officials.
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One can imagine a rapid back-and-forth on social media after a supposed outrage by
the left (real or manufactured), leading to a sudden crisis that catches law enforcement
off guard and overwhelms the officers detailed to a specific site or location. This
happened when Black Lives Matter demonstrations broke out in Kenosha, Wisconsin
after the police shooting of Jacob Blake. Outrage on social media transformed local
protests into a broader confrontation involving so-called volunteers from outside the
area, some violent like Kyle Rittenhouse, the 17-year-old who traveled from Illinois to
Kenosha, where he shot and killed two protesters and injured a third.

There are a number of scenarios—all of them troubling—that could play out on Election
Day.

First, there could be coordinated attacks conducted against polling places, committed
by small cells of organized terrorists. These attacks have the potential to be the most
deadly, given the command and control of movements and organizations, the long lead
time of planning involved, and the likelihood of pre-attack surveillance and target
selection to maximize casualties and coverage. Given the disorganization of the broader
movement and government efforts against organized groups, this is a lower probability
but high-impact scenario.

Second, there is the possibility of uncoordinated attacks where radicalized individuals,
largely acting independently though responding to a shared narrative of supposed
election fraud, see an opportunity to act and decide to launch an attack. Given the high
volume of firearm ownership in the United States, even lone actors possess the
capability to wreak havoc on a massive scale. Uncoordinated attacks could result from
disinformation circulating online. There has also been a steep rise in vehicle attacks in
2020, many of which have targeted protesters and demonstrators.

Third, Election Day could also bring more attacks on individual political leaders, as
with the alleged plot against Michigan’s governor by a far-right militia. Just this month,
an individual was arrested in Wichita, Kansas, after threatening to kidnap and kill the
city’s mayor—apparently angered by the mask mandate issued by the city government.

Fourth, terrorist attacks could be directed against locations linked to conspiracy
theories peddled by QAnon. The range of targets here is diverse but might be in some
way tied to the movement’s obsession with child sex trafficking or directed against
other institutions the movement has fixated on at various points. This is difficult to
predict—think the armed man who went to the Comet Ping Pong pizzeria in
Washington, D.C., to stop what he feared was a child sex trafficking ring. Known as
“Pizzagate,” this conspiracy theory bizarrely (and falsely) alleged that Hillary Clinton
and a shadowy cabal of elites were operating a child sex trafficking ring out of the
basement of a random pizza restaurant.
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Fifth, and finally, Election Day may bring clashing demonstrations between supporters
of Trump and those of former Vice President Joe Biden, with some incidents turning
physical. The tension is tangible, and with both sides energized to a level previously
unimaginable in U.S. domestic politics, there are bound to be confrontations in a
country of nearly 330 million people. Isolated incidents could be amplified online,
contributing to a sense of lawlessness and anarchy, thus instigating copycat violence
and calls to engage in mayhem, civil disobedience, or worse.

Unfortunately, the dangers may only grow should Trump lose.  For months, Trump has
tried to delegitimize the electoral process, claiming (without evidence) that voting by
mail would result in massive election fraud. Given his own vanity and the sycophants
who surround him, he may even believe that the only way he lost was due to fraud.
Should the president call on his supporters to demonstrate and “take back” their
country, that could lead to mass counterdemonstrations and a volatile situation. Law
enforcement agencies themselves would be in a precarious position, trying to preserve
peace even as the commander in chief actively works to disrupt it.

What can be done to prevent all this? The ideal, of course, would be that the president
tones down his rhetoric and, should he lose, gracefully concede defeat. Neither is likely.
It’s always tempting to point the finger at Facebook and other social media companies
and push them to do more, but for months they have anticipated these dangers and are
trying hard to stop them. The same is true of homeland security and the FBI. At this
point, constant vigilance is necessary from federal security agencies to citizens in
general, all of whom must try to identify threats before they snowball and morph from
local tragedies to national disasters.

Daniel Byman is a professor at Georgetown University and a senior fellow at the
Brookings Institution. He is the author of the new book Road Warriors: Foreign
Fighters in the Armies of Jihad. Twitter: @dbyman

Colin P. Clarke is a senior research fellow at the Soufan Center and an assistant
teaching professor in the Institute for Politics & Strategy at Carnegie Mellon
University. Twitter: @ColinPClarke
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QAnon’s Creator Made the Ultimate Conspiracy Theory

There’s no fact the sprawling movement can’t dismiss—and no madness it can’t
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